We propose a joint optimal power allocation and sensing threshold selection for capacity maximization at the secondary user (SU) in spectrum sharing (SS) cognitive radio networks (CRNs). Hence, both optimal power allocation (OPA) and spectrum sensing (SpSe) is considered in the SS CRNs model. The obtained results show that such a joint optimal selection improves the performance of the SU by maximizing its capacity.
P , is adapted according to the received signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), s  , and related to SpSe, i.e. sensing threshold,  , and sensing time,  , for a given sensed SNR,  , need to be also carefully selected [1] . Previous studies on SU's capacity maximization include SS CRNs models with SpSe [5] , [6] or without SpSe [2] , [3] . For the former and more general case, the optimization presented in [5] is considered over t P and  assuming  to be constant. In [6] although the effects of  as a variable are studied, the research is focused on the interference caused to the PU rather than the optimization of the SU's capacity.
Thus, a more general approach is presented in this letter where a jointly OPA and This paper is a postprint of a paper submitted to and accepted for publication in Electronics Letters and is subject to Institution of Engineering and Technology Copyright. The copy of record is available at IET Digital Library.
SpSe threshold selection is considered so that the SU's capacity is maximized over t P and  .
SU's capacity maximization:
Following [5] , we consider a SS CRN system model with OPA and SpSe capabilities operating in a combination of an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with mean zero and variance 0 N and Rayleigh fading [4] . Its SU capacity can be obtained as [5]  The sub-gradient can be expressed from (C1) as
Using (3), we obtain the cut-off value Fig. 2 . This is reasonable since the maximization problem is assumed over  and not over  . This also shows that a proper selection of  for This paper is a postprint of a paper submitted to and accepted for publication in Electronics Letters and is subject to Institution of Engineering and Technology Copyright. The copy of record is available at IET Digital Library. 
